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Den Inre Borgen / The Interior Castle
Skugglösa ljuset / Shadowless Light
Ett Främmande Språk / A Foreign Tongue

Ingmar Bergman's films are an undeniable source of inspiration to many for whom this
dark world is where they feel most at home. Marduk, Abigor and La Cuenta, for example,
as well as the earlier work of Chelsea Wolfe, have all been influenced in one way or
another by "The Seventh Seal", a black-and-white epic that ebbs and flows in a sea of
unadulterated horror, paganism and witchcraft, wild landscapes, stories of folklore and
superstition - add it to your damned watch list if you haven't seen it yet. The most iconic
of Berman’s repertoire is his "The faith" trilogy. "Through a glass darkly", "Winter light" and
"The silence" all saw the light of day between '61 and '63, and were greatly appreciated in
private circles for their incisive analysis of religion and faith - each time in a
claustrophobic, obscure setting that allowed neither breathing space nor emotional
adhesion.

It is precisely these three films that form the basis of the triptych of debut EPs by the
British anonymous one-man band Spider God. On offer: low-fi black metal laced with
endlessly triumphant post-punk riffs with a cutting, raw sound and more tremolo than
your neighbours could ever tolerate. The three EPs were written and recorded in just
over a month, mid lockdown 2020. Since "Ett främmande språk (A foreign tongue)", the
last of these three EPs, was finally released on tape recently, this seemed like the perfect
time to briefly elaborate on said triptych as a whole.

"Den inre borgen (The interior castle)"
An illustrious intro and outro from Bergman's work sandwich four aggressive songs that
grab you by the throat and temporal lobe at the same time, leaving you with a foolish
grin and a head filled with all sorts of riffs and melodies that will chase you for days to
come. The guitar work on "Still no words" could well be some of the best shredding you’ll
have heard that year. The second part of some of the songs might see your attention
waned for a bit, but a few seconds later, another stadium-rock-worthy riff comes around
the corner, irrevocably plastering your ears to your speakers again.



"Skugglösa ljuset (Shadowless Light)"
Same principle in terms of in- and outro - because why change a winning formula? In my
humble opinion, this EP may be called the best of the three, possibly because of the
ridiculous song structures and a slightly more ferocious character. The opening riff,
straight shattering the front door without any sign of warning, will have listeners from all
over the world reaching for invisible oranges all at once - teeth bare and a proud ample
chest stretched forward without hesitation. The next seventeen minutes are incredibly
addictive, relentlessly melodic and yet undeniably evil. Play this record at a disturbingly
loud volume, and let yourself be carried away by the quasi-paradoxical musical entity
that Spider God has somehow made himself become with this work. In case you felt
things simmer down a bit there towards the end of it all, don’t fret: malicious closing track
"Blod och vatten (Blood and water)" has no intention of letting up.

"Ett främmande språk (A foreign tongue)".
Same concept once more, obviously. Man seems to articulate the screams just a little
better, making the hook on opener "Horrible forces" very intelligible. The synth that
accompanies the melodic guitar work on this record pushes the whole thing to unseen
harmonious heights - which might make it seem like too much of a good thing at times -
but then manages to back this shameless pop music debauchery up again just a few
seconds later with such relentless and bone-hard black metal riffage that everything
seamlessly falls back into place. Truly unseen talent, the islander has. This last
installment clearly exhibits where the ideas for debut album "Black renditions" started to
take shape, which does not change anything about the fact that "Ett främmande språk (A
foreign tongue)" is a completely stand-alone piece of work with undeniable qualities and
guitar work that would make none less than Ihsahn himself jealous.

JULES: 89/100
(Den Inre Borgen / The Interior Castle - 87/100
Skugglösa ljuset / Shadowless Light - 91/100
Ett Främmande Språk / A Foreign Tongue - 86/100)

Den Inre Borgen / The Interior Castle (Independent - 2020)
1. Intro
2. Vittne till sönderfall / Witness to Disintegration
3. Än inga ord / Still No Words
4. Vrakets skrov / Shipwreck's Hull
5. Bekämpa den rasande stormen / Fight the Raging Storm
6.         Outro

Skugglösa ljuset / Shadowless Light (Repose Records, 2021)
1. Intro
2. Eko-guden / Echo God
3. Jämmerdal / Vale of Tears
4. Förmörkande himmelen / Darkening the Sky
5. Blod och Vatten / Blood and Water
6. Outro

Ett Främmande Språk / A Foreign Tongue (Death Prayer Records, 2022)
1. Intro
2. Hemska krafter / Horrible Forces
3. Overskuggad av blod / Eclipsed by Blood
4. Framlingar och tarar / Strangers and Tears
5. Omfamna fortvivlan / Embrace Despair
6. Outro


